How to understand the workings of the cat-feeding machine

Have you got a feline friend as a pet? Noticed it is NEVER satisfied and ALWAYS purring around your
feet for more food? Ever heard yourself grumble, “Again? Seriously? I only fed you an hour ago!”
instead of saying, “I’m going to sit on the sofa and have the afternoon to myself doing nothing.”
Well, this machine is what your dreams are made of. No more messing with messy cat food, no more
frustrating disruptions and plenty (and I mean plenty) of cat-napping opportunities on your side.
Sounds too good to be true…well, read these instructions of how this purrrfect machine works.

Equipment












Small wooden see-saw
Piece of sturdy plastic
Long, narrow bar (no bigger than 1m)
Meaty chunks (your cat’s favourite works best)
Metal clip approximately 5 inches long x 2
Pipe x 2 (one must be twice a s long as the other)
Rubber bellow
Balloon –any colour will do
Piece of plastic
Milk reservoir filled with milk (whole)
Bowl

Instructions:
Before you introduce your cat to the cat-feeding machine, make sure that you are well stocked up
on your cat’s favourite food.
1. Firstly, encourage the cat to step on the small, wooden see-saw which will rise up and as a
result, push the long, narrow bar upwards.
2. As the bar moves further up, it will push the sturdy piece of plastic, tilting it slightly and
creating a gap from the storage container.
3. Once that gap is big enough, the meaty chunks – the cat’s food – will descend down the pipe
(this is to ensure that the food is directed accurately into the bowl).

Top Tip
As this cat-feeding machine is rather complex to set up, we suggest having a few trial runs before
expecting your cat to independently use it themselves: patience is definitely required at the start.

